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Scrap baling machines
Guidance Note PM 66

This is a free-to-download, web-friendly version of PM 66
(Second edition, published 1996). This version has been adapted for online
use from HSE’s current printed version.
You can buy the book at www.hsebooks.co.uk and most good bookshops.
ISBN 978 0 7176 1264 2
Price £5.00
This guidance looks at the dangers associated with work which involves both
large static and mobile scrap baling machines.
It suggests recommendations which are aimed at reducing the number and
severity of accidents and injuries which are associated with these types of
machinery as well as precautions that can also be taken.
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safety inspectors seek to secure compliance with the law and may refer to this
guidance as illustrating good practice.
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Introduction
1 Baling machines are defined as being static or mobile and used exclusively in
the baling of ferrous and non-ferrous metals. The static machines, generally in the
large capacity high pressure range, handle ferrous metal, while the smaller range
handle mostly non-ferrous metals. Box shears are box shaped machines with
power closing lids. They compact the charge which is then fed into integral shears
to be cut and reduced to a suitable size for subsequent treatment in fragmentising
or shredding machines.
2 Static machines are generally loaded by crane, but in some cases they can be
loaded by hand. Mobile machines are generally manually loaded except the very
large type which can be loaded by crane.
3 Most machines are installed above ground level, but a significant minority may
have the baling box located below ground level.
4 Generally static machines have control panels installed well away from the feed
hopper while mobile machines have their control panels located and fitted to the
main frame of the machine adjacent to the feed hopper.
5 Baling machines have controls which give either a single cycle and/or
continuous cycling action. Single cycle controls are invariably of the ‘dead man’
type, ie the operator’s hand has to depress the control continuously and if released,
will either stop the machine or set it into reverse. Automatic cycle machines are
usually fitted with an emergency stop button. Some of the large static machines
have been provided with radio control systems.

The dangers
6

The following danger points are common to all types of baling machine:

(a) a person being pushed by scrap or falling into the charge box before the lid is
closed on initiation of the cycle;
(b) being trapped by the lid when it closes;
(c) being trapped by the compressing and ejection rams if operated when the lid is
open and the person is in the charge box;
(d) being crushed between the bales of metal when these are discharged;
(e) being trapped by the closing of the discharge door;
(f) being struck by feed scrap when this is being handled;
(g) falling off high platforms or staircases.
NB Potential explosions within the scrap from petrol containers etc, electrical
incidents and possible fire and explosion risks from flammable hydraulic fluids are
not considered in this Guidance.
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Large static baling machines and
box shears
The large machines capable of developing pressures of about 3000 tons and
producing bales measuring 0.6m x 0.6m (2 feet x 2 feet) of varying lengths are
mounted above ground and because of their physical height, require staircases to
reach control cabins. Cranes are used to load the feed box. Generally the operator
in his control cabin will have a good view of the whole baling operation and will be
the only person at any potential risk. Other people can be warned or the operation
stopped if they are in a position of danger. To meet these risks, open sides of
staircases or platforms should be fenced to a height of 1.07m (3 feet 6 inches) and
the danger areas around the feed box should be fenced with an interlocked gate
(where necessary) for access for maintenance purposes.
Ideally the control cabin should be physically separated from the press, with access
to the cabin provided by a staircase.
The use of radio communication by the machine operator and crane driver should
be encouraged.

Recommendations
(a) When installing these machines the control cabin should be located so that the
operator has a clear view of all working functions of the machine, and both
the baling box and discharge opening.
(b) The control cabin should be separated from the machine; but where the control
cabin forms an integral part of the machine suitable fencing should be provided
to prevent access to dangerous areas. Gates in the fencing should be suitably
interlocked so as to prevent access while the machine is in operation.
(c) Safe means of access must be provided to the control cabin.
(d) ‘Permits to Work’ and ‘Safe Systems of Work’ should be developed to take
account of production and maintenance requirements. These should ensure
that both the hydraulic and electrical systems are fully isolated.
(e) Provision must be made to lock out any automatic or semi-automatic controls
during this ‘isolation’ condition. Any operation of the machine considered
essential must only be possible in a manual control mode. Account must
also be taken of any residual energy in the pressure systems and possible
creep movements of rams etc which may necessitate the use of mechanical
scotches.
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Figure 1 Large baling machine showing rail

Figure 2 Large mobile baler - loaded by

protection at edge of platform near control
cabin

crane and independently powered by diesel
engine

Radio Control
7 Radio control systems at large baling machines and box shears enable the
machine to be fully controlled by the driver of the crane when used for the loading
function. Elevation of the crane driver’s cab should ensure that all the working
activity can be monitored and the use of signal lights to indicate the state of the
operating cycle of the machine should be considered.
(a) A suitable lock out system should be installed so that the radio control system
can be totally isolated and this should also ensure that the machine reverts
to the normal control system prior to the commencement of any maintenance
or production fault finding operation. This lock out facility should be located at
the receiver unit.
(b) When a radio control system is installed, the operator should either have a
clear view of the machine activity or have some visible indication of the
operating functions of the machine, eg by the use of mirrors.
(c) When more than one machine is being operated by a radio control system
suitable precautions must be taken to prevent any possible interference
between radio signals - eg by the use of different frequencies.
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Figure 3 Large baling machine - radio controlled. Note lights at side of original control
cabin indicating state of baler. Complete operation controlled by crane driver.

Medium static baling machines
8 This class of machine has a control panel near to the baling box. Most medium
size fixed machines are installed in two different ways; (a) below ground so that the
opening of the feed box is at ground level; or (b) at ground level with the feed box
built up to form a hopper.
The control unit should be located away from the press. A machine mounted below
ground being fed by hand and/or crane, creates obvious danger of someone falling
into the baling box. A chain on posts as a form of barrier is totally unsuitable. This
type of baler should be restricted to one man operation and the approach for a
second person eliminated as far as is practicable.

Additional recommendations
(a) The baling box should where reasonably practicable be installed above ground
level;
(b) if the baling box is located below ground level the automatic mode of operation
at the machine should be removed and the machine limited to a single mode
operation;
(c) emergency stop buttons, clearly visible and raised should be provided at
suitable positions adjacent to the baling box;
(d) the opening of the baling box should be fenced as far as is practicable and
limited to the extent necessary to allow the loading of scrap;
(e) the fitting of a suitable sized hopper to the baling box should be considered at
all machines so that the machine can be loaded by crane and thereby
eliminating the need for manual loading.
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Mobile baling machines
9 Most mobile baling machines have a quite small capacity and usually develop
not more than 3,000 Ibs per sq inch pressure and are used exclusively to bale nonferrous metals. They are hand fed from the surrounding scrap and produce bales
of up to about 0.6m x 0.6m (2 feet x 2 feet) to varying lengths. These machines
are normally operated by one man who loads the box then actuates the control to
perform the baling cycle. The controls are invariably of a ‘dead man’ type, and are
usually adjacent to the scrap box. Danqer arises primarily when a second person
approaches the machine, and provided this access is limited within the sight of
the operator, this danger can be reduced. The provision of guarding at the feed
opening or box is not considered to be practicable.

Precautions
(a) Mobile type baling machines should be limited to one man operation;
(b) the controls should be of the dead-man’s handle type and should be located
at a sufficient distance from the baling box so as to prevent the operator being
able to gain access to the trapping points from the operating position. Where
this is not possible a suitable screen should be provided to prevent access to
the baling box when the machine is being operated;
(c) where practicable the baling machine should be located against a wall to make
it easier for the operator to see the approach of other people to the machine;
(d) the baling machine lid should not be used as a shear except where of necessity
overhanging metal is sheared during the baling operation;
(e) the floor area around the machine should be in good conditions and kept clear
of scrap;
(f) when the large mobile machines are installed care must be taken to ensure that
they are erected on firm ground so as to reduce the risk of ground subsidence.

Figure 4 Box Shears - view of exit chute from shears. Note protective metal shield to
prevent cut scrap flying.
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Figure 5 Medium baling machine - Baling box in left foreground of photograph and below
ground level. Control console at right rear of photograph. Poor standard of protection by
chain/side rails.

Figure 6 Small baling machine
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Figure 7 Small mobile baling machine showing location of controls at left side of baling
box. Note siting of baler close to wall and clear access at front.

Figure 8 Small Mobile Baling Machine showing unsafe access to scrap box for operator
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Training
10 People should be properly trained and warned of the dangers associated with
these machines.

Site access
11 Safe means of access should be provided to all machines and places of work.
The area around baling machines should be kept clear of scrap metal spillage.
Health and Safety Executive area offices
South West
Inter City House
Mitchell Lane
Victoria Street
Bristol BS1 6AN
Telephone: 0117 988 6000
South
Priestley House
Priestley Road
Basingstoke RG24 9NW
Telephone: 01256404000
South East
3 East Grinstead House
London Road
East Grinstead
West Sussex RH19 1RR
Telephone: 01342 334200
London North
Maritime House
1 Linton Road
Barking
Essex IG11 8HF
Telephone: 0181 594 5522
London South
1 Long Lane
London SE1 4PG
Telephone: 0171 556 2100
East Anglia
39 Baddow Road
Chelmsford
Essex CM2 OHL
Telephone: 01245 706200
Northern Home Counties
14 Cardiff Road
Luton
Beds LU1 1PP
Telephone: 01582 444200
Scrap baling machines

East Midlands
Belgrave House
1 Greyfriars
Northampton NN1 2BS
Telephone: 01604 738300
West Midlands
McLaren Building
35 Dale End
Birmingham B4 7NP
Telephone: 0121 6095200
Wales
Brunei House
2 Fitzalan Road
Cardiff CF2 1SH
Telephone: 01222 473777
Marches
The Marches House
Midway
Newcastle-under-Lyme
Staffs ST5 1DT
Telephone: 01782 602300
North Midlands
The Pearson Building
55 Upper Parliament Street
Nottingham NG1 6AU
Telephone: 0115 971 2800
South Yorkshire and Humberside
Sovereign House
110 Queen Street
Sheffield S1 2ES
Telephone: 0114291 2300
West and North Yorkshire
8 St Paul’s Street
Leeds LS1 2LE
Telephone: 0113 283 4200
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Greater Manchester
Quay House
Quay Street
Manchester M3 3JB
Telephone: 0161 952 8200
Merseyside
The Triad
Stanley Road
Bootle L20 3PG
Telephone: 0151 4792200
North West
Victoria House
Ormskirk Road
Preston PR1 1 HH
Telephone: 01772 836200
North East
Arden House
Regent Centre
Gosforth
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE3 3JN
Telephone: 0191 202 6200
Scotland East
Belford House
59 Belford Road
Edinburgh EH4 3UE
Telephone: 0131 2472000
Scotland West
375 West George Street
Glasgow G2 4LW
Telephone: 0141 275 3000
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Guidance Notes in HSE’s Plant and Machinery Series
PM 1

Guarding of portable pipe-threading machines ISBN 0 11 883590 4

PM 2

Guards for planing machines ISBN 0 11 8830473

PM 5
		

Automatically controlled steam and hot water boilers (rev)
ISBN 0 11 885425 9

PM 7

Lifts: thorough examination and testing ISBN 0 11 883546 7

PM13

Zinc embrittlement of austenitic stainless steel ISBN 0 11 8831801

PM15

Safety in the use of timber pallets ISBN 0 7176 0714 3

PM16

Eyebolts ISBN 0 11 883187 9

PM17

Pneumatic nailing and stapling tools ISBN0118831925

PM19

Use of lasers for display purposes ISBN 0 11 883370 7

PM20

Cable-laid slings and grommets (rev) ISBN 0 11 883952 7

PM22

Training advice on the mounting of abrasive wheels ISBN 0 11 883568 8

PM23

Photo-electric safety sysems ISBN 0 11 883384 7

PM24

Safety at rack and pinion hoists ISBN 0 11 883398 7

PM26

Safety at lift landings ISBN 0 11 883383 9

PM28

Working platforms on fork lift trucks ISBN 0 11 883392 8

PM29
		

Electrical hazards from steam/water pressure cleaners etc (rev)
ISBN 0 7176 0813 1

PM30

Suspended access equipment ISBN 0 11 883577 7

PM32

The safe use of portable electrical apparatus ISBN 0717604489

PM33

Safety of bandsaws in the food industry ISBN 0 11 883564 5

PM35

Safety in the use of reversing dough brakes ISBN 0 11 883576 9

PM38

Selection and use of electric hand lamps ISBN 0 11 886360 6

PM39

Hydrogen embrittlement of grade T chain ISBN 0 11 883585 8

PM40

Protection of workers at welded steel tube mills ISBN 0 11 883588 2

PM41
		

The application of photo-electric safety systems to machinery
ISBN 0 11 883593 9

PM42

Excavators used as cranes ISBN 0 11 883591 2

PM45

Escalators: periodic thorough examination ISBN 0 11 883595 5

PM46

Wedge and socket anchorages for wire ropes ISBN 0 11 883611 0
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PM48
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying amusement devices - The octopus
ISBN 0 11 8836072

PM52

Safety in the use of refuse compaction vehicles ISBN 0 11 883522 X

PM54

Lifting gear standards ISBN 0 11 8835203

PM55

Safe working with overhead travelling cranes ISBN 0 11 883524 6

PM56

Noise from pneumatic systems ISBN 0 11 8835297

PM57
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying amusement devises - the Big Wheel
ISBN 0 11 883536 X

PM58

Diesel-engined lift trucks in hazardous areas ISBN 0 11 883535 1

PM59
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying devices - the Paratrooper
ISBN 0 11 8835343

PM60

Steam boiler blowdown systems ISBN 0 11 883949 7

PM61
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying amusement devices - the
Chair-O-Plane ISBN 0 11 883928 4

PM63

Inclined hoists used in building and construction work ISBN 0 11 883945 4

PM65

Worker protection at crocodile (alligator) shears ISBN 0 11 883935 7

PM66

Scrap baling machines ISBN 0 7176 1264 3

PM68
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying amusement devices - Roller Coasters
ISBN 0 11 883942 X

PM69

Safety in the use of freight containers ISBN 0 11 883944 6

PM70
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying amusement devices Ark/Speedways ISBN 0 11 885407 0

PM71
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying amusement devices - water chutes
ISBN 0 11 885415 1

PM72
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying amusement devices - trabant
ISBN 0 11 885424 0

PM73

Safety at autoclaves ISBN 0 11 885557 3

PM75
		

Glass reinforced plastic vessels and tanks: advice to users
ISBN 0 11 885608 1

PM76
		

Safe operation of passenger carrying amusement devices - inflatable
bouncing devices ISBN 0 11 885604 9

PM77
		

Fitness of equipment used for medical exposure to ionising radiation
ISBN 0 11 8863134

PM78

Passenger carrying aerial ropeways ISBN 0717607488
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Further information
HSE priced and free publications can be viewed online or ordered from
www.hse.gov.uk or contact HSE Books, PO Box 1999, Sudbury, Suffolk
CO10 2WA Tel: 01787 881165 Fax: 01787 313995. HSE priced publications
are also available from bookshops.
For information about health and safety ring HSE’s Infoline Tel: 0845 345 0055
Fax: 0845 408 9566 Textphone: 0845 408 9577 e-mail: hse.infoline@natbrit.com or
write to HSE Information Services, Caerphilly Business Park, Caerphilly CF83 3GG.
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